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In this paper we present new estimates on the ensemble averages of the fluid 
dynamical quantities that have signiticances in the study of approximate inertial 
manifolds of the 2-D Navier-Stokes equations. Some immediate implications of 
these estimates on the physics of 2-D turbulent flows are discussed. 0 1991 Academx 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In their recent works [2, 3, 61, Foias, Manley, and Temam introduced 
and developed the notion of approximate inertial manifolds for the 
Navier-Stokes equations; mathematically these provide a constructuve 
approximation of the long time behavior of the solutions to the equations; 
numerically they suggest a new algorithm-“nonlinear Galerkin method”- 
an improved version of the classical (linear) Galerkin method; physically 
they represent an approximate interaction law between small and large 
eddies in the turbulent flows. 
For more details on the theoretical basis and motivations for these see 
the original paper [3]; for a convergence proof and numerical experiments 
for the nonlinear Galerkin method see [S]. Among others, the connection 
between the notion of approximate inertial manifold and the subgrid model 
of turbulence was studied in [2 3. All of the above works except [2] are 
deterministic in the sense that they started from the deterministic equations 
and there were no statistical averages (ensemble averages or time averages) 
involved in the study. Our study here is statistical, following the ideas in 
[2]; i.e., we took the time averages for the quantities involved, and these, 
in turn, are the same as the ensemble averages according to an old result 
[4] by Foias and Temam. Actually current results came from our attempt 
to refine some arguments in [2]. We obtained new estimates relating (by 
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inequalities) ensemble averaged quantities of importance in the study of 
approximate inertial manifolds of 2-D Navier-Stokes equations. We note 
that these estimates were obtained rigorously from the original 
Navier-Stokes equation itself; we did not use any physical modeling, nor 
any plausible assumption during the derivations. The immediate implica- 
tions of these estimates on the physics of 2-D fluid turbulence are the 
following: firstly they provide a rigorous upper bound of the ratio of the 
enstrophy dissipations in the small eddies to the total entropy dissipation in 
the fluid flow; secondly they weakly support a physically based assumption 
made in [2] to justify the introduction of certain approximate inertial 
manifolds in the statistical study of the fluid turbulence; finally they 
provide us with a new estimate of the averaged distance between the orbit 
generated by the solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation and the 
approximated inertial manifold considered in [2, 31. We believe further 
physical implications of these estimates could be developed in relation to 
the ideas in [2]; these will be discussed elsewhere. 
In the next section we present some notations used in the rest of paper. 
In Section 2 our main results are stated and their implications are discussed 
in the remarks. The derivations of the main results will be done in the final 
section. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
As is well known, the Navier-Stokes equations for the incompressible 
fluid flow can be written 
au z+B(u, U)-vv*u=j- (1) 
v.u=o, (2) 
where u is the velocity of the fluid, B(u, o) = L7( U. V) u, and n denotes the 
projection of the vector fields to solenoidal (divergence free) ones; f is an 
external force and v > 0 is a kinematic viscosity; we set the fluid density to 
be unity. In this paper we consider 2-D fluid flow confined in [IO, L] x 
[0, L], moreover for technical reasons we restrict ourselves to the space 
periodic (with period L) case. In this case we can decompose u into two 
parts 
where 
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characterizes the large scale structures of the given flow, and 
z, = Qmu = ,& Uj(f) e(ZRi’L)j.X 
characterizes the small scale structures of the flow. In the above m is any 
positive integer, and will be dropped in the subscript hereafter. In the 
following we assume the stirring force f has only a large scale component, 
i.e., P, f =J: By operating projectors P and Q on (1) we obtain 
;+plqy+s, y+z)-vV2y=f 
$+QB(y+z, y+z)-vV2z=0. 
(3) 
We will use the scalar product and norm defined by 
(a, b) = 6 (a .b) dx, (aI2 = (a, up2 
for the vector fields a, b, where Sz = [0, L] x [0, L]. Another scalar product 
and norm that will be used later are 
((a> b)) = ,i 1 ($3 g-7 II4 = ((a, a)P2. 
J 
By (S} we denote the eigenvalues of the Stokes operator corresponding to 
(l)-(2) with 
1, <A,< ... <lj+ cc as j-+03. 
In the following sections we will also constantly use the convention 
S+-, 
( 
2 
> 
112 
L= l+logY . 
??I+1 1 
In this paper we adopt the Grashoff number G, defined by 
To denote the time average we will use an overbar, i.e., 
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Here LIM T _ o. denotes a generalized (Banach) limit [7] fixed throughout 
in this paper. Regarding the relation between time average and ensemble 
average in the staistical fluid mechanics we have the following theorem due 
to Foias and Temam [4]; below, the function space ZYZ, the space of square 
integrable and solenoidal vector fields, represents the phase space for the 
fluid flows. 
THEOREM 1 (Foias-Temam). For any time aueruge of individual solution 
of the Nuvier-Stokes equation there is an associated stationary statistical 
solution (an invariant probability measure providing an average over ensem- 
ble of stationary solutions in H), p such that for any continuous function 0 
on H we have 
The implication of the above theorem for us is that all of the time 
averages in the following can be replaced by ensemble averages by u 
stationary statistical solution. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we present our main results and their consequences. Proof 
of these results (except the trivial case of Corollary 1 below) will be done 
in the next section. Our first theorem concerns the enstrophy dissipation 
relation between small and large eddies. 
THEOREM 2. There is a constant C, independent of m, v, and G such that 
the following estimate is valid 
m < C, G26L IV*y( *. (5) 
Since m<m= A;‘v-‘q where q is the total entropy dissipation 
of the flow, and I, + 1 -m as m -+ co, the above theorem implies that 
enstrophy dissipation of eddies of size <I; ‘I2 G* 
total enstrophy dissipation of the flow - % 
for large m up to logarithmic correction. We note that this is a rigorously 
estimated order of the physical quantity without using any modeling or 
plausible assumptions. 
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Before stating our next theorem we recall an estimate due to Foias, 
Manley, and Temam [2] similar to our estimate ((7) below) in form, 
which motivated ours. 
Iv m- (V2z, QB(y, y))l d C,GV(GL)“~ IV2z12, (6) 
where C2 is a constant of order unity, independent of m, v, and G. This 
estimate provides us one relation (namely on inequality) between [V’zl and 
IQB(y, JJ)~; our next theorem, on the connection between IV2zl and 
IQII(y, y)l gives another relation between them; thus we get more precise 
information for each of them. 
THEOREM 3. There is a constant Cj, independent of m, v, and G such that 
the following estimate is valid. 
I I QNY, Y)I 2 - v(V2z, QNv, YIN - - 
6 C,G*V~(~L)~‘~ (JV2y(2)“2 ((V’Z~~)“~. (7) 
From (6) and (7), and considering (5) we easily deduce: 
COROLLARY 1. For a constant C4, independent of m, v, and G the 
following estimate is valid. 
I”*~- IQB(y, y)121 < C4G2v2SL lV2y12. (8) 
Now, we recall 
m < IV%l 2 < G2v21; < co. 
Thus, within order of 6 we have from the above corollary, 
v2 lV2z12 N IQKY, v)l’ (9) 
up to logarithmic factor. Thus our estimates support the assumption made 
in [2] to justify introduction of a certain approximate inertial manifold in 
the statistical study of the Navier-Stokes equations. Actually without using 
the assumption we can obtain another version of the averaged distance 
estimate between the orbit generated by solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equation and the approximated inertial manifold considered in [2]. This is 
the content of the other corollary below. Let us recall that the manifold 
above, denoted by AI, is defined as the graph in H generated by the 
function 
z=@,(y)- -(-vV’)-‘QB(y, v). 
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(Recall we have assumed Qj= 0 throughout this paper.) Then, as another 
application of our estimates we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2. There is a constant C5 independent qf m, v, and G such 
that the following estimate is valid. 
dist(u, A,)’ 
2 
I4 
(10) 
- 
where R = ( (u~~)~~~/v is the Reynolds number. 
The derivation of this corollary from the above theorems will be done in 
the next section. Since R - G 2/3 heuristically (see [2]), we find from this 
corollary that the relative distance - R5j2a312 up to a logarithmic factor. 
We recall that, in [2], Foias, Manley, and Temam obtained this distance 
- R65’4 with the assumption of (9) within 6”‘m ( -fi3,/2 in virtue of (5)) 
up to logarithmic factors. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
To demonstrate the theorems in the previous section we recall some 
well-known inequalities and equations in the theory of Navier-Stokes 
equations. (For more details see [l, 31.) We assume that all the vector 
fields below are sufficiently regular. 
First, concerning B( ., .) we have 
Mu, ~11 B Cl IUI “2 IV2ul “2 (lull (11) 
IB(u, ~11 G ~2 
II4 Ilull (1 + log pJ2 *I 
(12) 
where c, and c2 are dimensionless constants, of order of unity. From our 
set up in the preliminary section we observe 
IV2Yl ML IIYII dL,I IYI V~EPH (13) 
Izl a,:‘: llzll <n,: 1 IV24 Qz E QH. (14) 
From (1 l)-( 14), using I yl < 2;’ lV2yl for y E PH, we can easily obtain the 
following lemma 
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LEMMA 1. The following estimates are valid for any y E PH and z E QH: 
lB(YY Y)l Gc*L”2 lIY/12 (15) 
IB(Y, z)l G 
{ 
c,A;W IVyI IVzl 
c,4-“*(bLp* 11 ylJ IV2zl (16) 
142, y)l ~c~A;“2~“2 llyll IV24 (17) 
I&, z)l <c1q1’w2 (IuI( IVZI. (18) 
We remind that 
(B(u, v), w) = - (B(u, w), 0). (19) 
Furthermore, in the 2-D periodic case we have 
(B( u, u), V2u) = 0 (20) 
V2B( U, U) = B(V*u, u) - B( u, V’u) (21) 
(B(u, u), V2v) + (B(u, v), V’U) + (B(v, u), V’U) = 0. (22) 
Finally we recall the facts 
sup lu(t)l < Gv, sup Ilu(t < GvA:‘*, lv2u12 < G~l;(j@)'/~, 
0<t<CC OCt<m 
(23) 
where the first and the second estimates are standard; for the third one we 
have assumed the external force f has only the lowest mode. 
We now prove Theorems 2, 3 implicitly using (ll)-(23). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Taking the scalar product of (4) with -V*z we 
find that 
;f )1zlI*-(V2z, QB(y+z, y+z))+v (V2z1*=0. (24) 
Since llzll < Ilull < Gvl:/‘< co for all t >O, we have 
-$ llzll*=o. 
Thus, after rearranging we obtain from the time average of (24) 
v m< IO% QB(Y, Y))I + lP*z, 4~3 z) + B(z, Y))I. (25) 
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We estimate each term of the right hand side of (25). For the first term we 
have from (21), (12)-(14) and (23), 
lF2z, QB(Y, Y))I = lb V2B(y, Y))I = l(z, W’Y, Y) - WY, V’Y))I 
6 I4 (Im2Yt Y)l + IW, V2Y)l) 
( 
1 +log y 
* > 
I.‘2 
a,:, IV24 2c2 llyll llV2yII 
Thus, we obtain 
62c2E,,“2(6L)1i2 Ilull /vy lV2zl 
d 2c2Gv(6L)“’ IV2<vl jV2zl. 
1 (V’z, QB( y, y))J d ~c,Gv(~L)“~ ( lV2yl 2)1’2 ( lV2zl 2)1’2. 
For the second term we deduce, using (22), (18) and (23) 
I(V2z, m z) + w, Y))l = IF2Y, m z))l 
6 lV2Yl I&, z)l 
(26) 
Thus, we obtain 
6 c*piP2 /lull Ivy IVzl 
<c, Gv6”’ IV2yI IV2zj. 
- - 
((v’z, B( y, z) + B(z, y))l d c, Gv~“~( IV2y( 2)“2 (IV*zl *)I’*. (27) 
Combining (26) and (27) with (25), we have 
V lv2Z12 < 3C2GV(hL)“2 ( Iv2y12)1’2 (Iv2Z12)“2 
for large m so that 
c,L?q. (28) 
Thus, dividing both sides by (IV2zj2)“2, we obtain 
m d 94 G26L m. (29) 
By taking C, = 9~: we conclude the proof of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Taking the scalar product of (4) with B(y, y), we 
find that 
f (Z> WY, Y)) - (z, ; NY> Y)) 
+(QWy+z, y+z), B(Y, Y))--v(V’z, B(Y, y))=O. 
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Using (3) for dy/dt, and rearranging terms we obtain 
IQB(Y, Y)I* - vP*z, QWY, Y)) 
= -$ (z, @Y, Y)) - v(z, w2y, Y)) - v(z, B(Y, V’Y)) 
- k B(PB(Y + z, y + z), Y)) - (z, WY, PNY + z, y + z))) 
- (QNY, z) + QW, Y) + Q% z), B(Y, Y) 
+ (z, w-9 Y)) + (z, WY, f)). 
Now, taking time average on both sides of the above we have 
I IQB(Y, Y)I* - v(V2z, Q~Y, Y))I 
G f (z, B(Y, Y)) + v l(z, W2Y, YIN + v lb, NY, V2Y))l 
+ l(k wB(Y+z, y+z), Y)))l + lb, w, PNy+z, y+z)))l 
+ I(QB(Y, z) + Q& Y) + QWz, zL WY, v))l 
+ l(z, w-3 Y))l + lb, B(Y,f))l. (30) 
We estimate each term of the right hand side of (30). 
For the first term, since we have from (15) and (23) 
I@, B(y, y))l Gc, (zl L”* lly(12<c2L”2 IuI Il~ll~~c~L”~G~v~1,< co 
for all time to, we deduce 
+ IHO), B( y(O), y(O)))1 } = 0. 
For the second and third term we have 
lk ~(V2Y~ Y))l + IQ, NY, V2y))l 
G I4 wm2Y, VII + MY, V2Y)l) 
GA,:, lVzl {c2 Iv$,‘(l+log~)1’2 
( 
A 112 
+c2 IIYII W2Yll 1 +loFJy 
1 > I 
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< 2czA,:l: IV2zl llyll IVyI 
A Ii2 
1 + log y 
*I > 
< 2c,(6L)“2 Ay Ilull IV2yI IV’ZI 
d ~c,Gv(GL)“~ IV2yI IV2zl. 
Thus, we obtain 
v lk W2Y, Y))l + v lk WY? V2Y))l 
- - 
< ~c,Gv~(~L)“~ (JV’y( 2)“2 ( IV2zl)‘!2. 
For the fourth term we have firstly 
I(& 4PWY + z, Y + z), YIN 
d IZI l~(PWY + z, Y + zh Y)l 
d C23bm:, lV2zl lPB(y+z, y+z)l IVyI 
(31) 
6 (.2E.’ ‘6L’i2 IB(y, y)( IVyI IVzl 
+c2q”2@u”2 (INY, z)I + I&, y)l + IWZ, z)l) llyll IV24 
d c:q’dL Ilull lV2yl IV221 + C2~+x”~(C2L”2 + 2c,) Ilull IV2z12 
< c:G2v26L lV2yl (V2zl + 24G2v26L IV’zI’, 
where we used 
c*L’J2> 2C’ (32) 
in the last step. Thus, we obtain 
I(& B(PB(Y+zt Y+zL Y))l 
- - 
< c;G2v26L( IV2y12)“2 ( IV*ZI~)~‘~ + 2c;G2v26L IV2z12. (33) 
For the fifth term we estimate 
I(Z~~(,~~~~(Y+z~Y+z)))l=I(~~(Y+z,y+z),~(Y,~))l 
dIB(y+z, l’+z)l I@y,z)l 
G INY, ??)I Im z)l + (IW, z)l + IB(z, Y)l + I&, z)l) lay, ;)I 
bc,c,q’(6L)“2 llyl12 lV2yl lV2zl 
+c2q’GL”2(c2L”~+2cl) Ily/l2 IVzl 
d c, c2%,‘(6L)“2 llu112 lVy/ IV2zl + 2c3,‘6L Ilull (V2zj2 
d cl c,G~v*(~L)‘,‘~ lV*yl IV2zl + 2c;G2v26L IV2zl 2, 
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where we used (32) in the fourth step. Thus, we have 
I@, NY, PxY+z, y+z)))l 
- - 
d c,c~G*v*(~L)~‘* (JV2y(2)“2 (jV2z12)1’2 
+2c;G2v26L IV*z[*. (34) 
Before estimating the sixth term we first observe from (14) and (21), 
IQKY, Y) 6 G: 1 IV*QW, v)l G G: 1 IV*HY, ~11 
Q A,: ,(Ph V2Y)l + MV2Y~ Y)l) 
( 
1 + log +J 
) 
l/2 
< 2c,1,:, llyll llV2yll 
1 
thus, 
IQKY, y)l <2c2~,“*(W1’* 1141 lV2yl. 
Using this estimate we have 
I(QKY, z) + QW, VI + QW, zh KY, v))l 
G (MY, z)l + I&, VII + I&> z)l) IQW, Y)I 
<1,1'261'2(c2L1'2+2cl) I(uJI lV*zl IQB(y, y)l 
<2c,q'6L1'*(c2L"*+2c,) l(ul)* lV2yl IVZI 
<4c;G2v26L lV*yl (V*zI, 
(35) 
where we used (32) in the last step. Hence, for the sixth term we obtain 
I(QKY, z) + Q&> v) + QW, ~1, KY> YIN 
- - 
<4c;G2v26L(JV2y~*)"* (IV*zj*)“*. (36) 
For the seventh term we have first 
lb w-3 YIN G I4 Ia Y)l 
112 
a,:, IVzl c2 IfI IVyI 1+1og* 
1 > 
< c~Gv*~L"~ IV*yl IV*zl. 
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Thus, we obtain 
- - 
I@, B(f, y))l < c~Gv*~L~‘*(~V*~~*)~‘* (IV*z)*)“*. (37) 
For the eight term we estimate 
I(& 4Y, f))l = I(& WY, z))l 
d Ifl INYT z)l 
b~,3~;‘/~(6L)‘/~ IfI llyll lV2zl 
Gc,%,‘(6L)“2 If1 lV2yl lV2zl 
<c,Gv*(~L)','~ IV*y( IV2zl, 
where we used (( y(( <A; ‘j2 /V2y( in the fourth step. Thus, we obtain 
- - 
l(z, &y,f))l dc,Gv2(6L)“* (IV2y12)112 (IV*zl*)“*. (38) 
Combining all of the estimates for each term of the right hand side of (30) 
we obtain finally 
IIQB(Y, Y)I*--v(V*z, Q&Y, y))l 
- - 
+(~L)"2+L"2}(~~2y~2)1'2(~V2z~2)1'2+4~~G2~2SL lV2z12 
- - 
d 3C,C2G2V2(6L)1’2 (/V*Y~*)~‘* (lv2z12)1’2 
- - 
+ I~c;G~v*(~L)~'* ((V*Y(~)“~ (~V2~~2)1~2 
- - 
64c,c2G2v2(6L)'~* (lV2y12)“’ (~V*Z[*)~~~, 
where, in the second step, we used the assumption 
c,G34, c > 561'2c l/ 2 (39) 
to make c1 CL"* dominate others in { } for the first term, and the previous 
estimate (29) for the second term, respectively. In the last step we also 
assumed 
cl 2 12c;6LG. (40) 
These assumptions, (39) and (40) together with the previous ones, (28) and 
(32), can obviously be realized for sufficiently large m and for moderately 
large G. By taking C, = 4c, c2 we conclude the proof. 
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Proof of Corollary 2. Firstly it can be shown (see [3]) that 
dist(u(t), ~6) < (VA, + , )-’ IvV2z(t) - Q~Y(~L y(t))1 (41) 
for each t > 0. By combining (5), (6), and (7) we have for large m, 
IvV*Z-QB(Y, ~)l~=v~(v2212-2~ (V2z, QWY, Y))+ IQWY, Y)I* 
< Ivan-v(V*z, QB(Y, Y))I + I IQWY, ~)l*--v(V~z, QHY, ~111 
- - 
< C2Gv2(6L)1’2 IV2z12 + C3G2~2(hL)1’2 (IV2y12)“* ()V2z12)“* 
6 {C, C,(C~L)“~ + C :“C,} G3v26L m 
< 2C ;/‘C3G3v2bL lV2ul * 
- 
<2C;‘2C,G4v31~~L(lu~2)1’2 
< Cs G4v3@L( IuI 2)1’2, 
where we put C, = 2C:12C3 in the last inequality. Thus, from (41) we 
obtain 
dist(u, A’,)) - 
2 IW 
< Iul*-’ (v&,+J2 lvV*z-QB(y, y)12 
- 
6 (ul*-’ (v&,,+,)-2 C5G4v31;c3L(Iu12)“2 
= c, ; cY3L. 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 
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